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As Jesus was Conceived, He Formed the Re-Tying of His Kingdom 
with Creatures 

 

  
 

I. Who Was Conceived by the Holy Spirit, 

Mary’s virginal motherhood in God’s plan 

By his virginal conception, Jesus, the New Adam, ushers in the new birth of 

children adopted in the Holy Spirit through faith. “How can this be?”165 

Participation in the divine life arises “not of blood nor of the will of the flesh nor 

of the will of man, but of God.”166  
 

II. The Church’s Origin, Foundation, andMission 

The Church—instituted by Christ Jesus 

“This Kingdom shines out before men in the word, in the works and in the 

presence of Christ.”163 To welcome Jesus’ word is to welcome “the Kingdom 

itself.”164 The seed and beginning of the Kingdom are the “little flock” of those 

whom Jesus came to gather around him, the flock whose shepherd he is.165 They 
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form Jesus’ true family.166 To those whom he thus gathered around him, he 

taught a new “way of acting” and a prayer of their own.167 
 

From the Book of Heaven 
V21 – 3.16.27 - “My daughter, as your Jesus was Conceived, I tied again the 

Kingdom of My Divine Will with creatures.  It was necessary for It to take absolute 
Dominion in My Humanity, and to have Its life free in All My Acts, to be able to lay 
Its Kingdom as It wanted within My Humanity.  So, everything I did—Works, 
Prayers, Breathing, Heartbeat and Sufferings—were Bonds and Re-Tyings 
between the Kingdom of My Fiat and creatures.   

“I represented the New Adam, who not only was to give the remedies in order 
to Save them, but was to Redo, to Restore, what the old Adam had lost.  This is why 
it was necessary for Me to take on human nature, to be able to enclose in it what 
the creature had lost and, through Me, give it back again.  It was Justice that My 
Divine Will have a human nature at Its disposal, that would oppose itself in 
nothing, so as to be able to lay Its Kingdom, once again, in the midst of creatures; 
more so, since a human nature had taken away from It Its Rights to Reign, and so 
another one was needed, that would return Its Rights to It.   

“Therefore, My Coming upon earth was not for Redemption alone; on the 
contrary, the Primary Purpose was to Form the Kingdom of My Will within My 
Humanity, in order to give It back to creatures.  If it were not so, My Coming upon 
earth would have been an incomplete work, unworthy of a God, as—no less—I 
would not have been able to Restore the Work of Creation, the Order with which It 
came out of Our Creative Hands, as Our Will was to Reign in everything.   

“Now, so that these Re-Tyings that My Humanity formed between the 
Kingdom of My Will and creatures might have Validity, Life and Recognition, it was 
necessary that I Choose one creature who, being Entrusted with the Special Office 
of Making Known this Kingdom of My Will, would Bind to herself all these Re-
Tyings that My Will had formed with My Humanity, receiving the Power to 
Transmit these Re-Tyings of My Kingdom to the other creatures.  This is why I 
remain in the depth of your soul, maintaining the Life of My Supreme Fiat—to Bind 
these Re-Tyings and to lay Its Kingdom in them; and I Speak to you so much about 
It, as I have not done with anyone else until now.  Therefore, Be Attentive, because 
this is about the greatest thing:  to Restore the Order of Creation between the 
Creator and the creature.” 

FIAT!!! 


